We define a quotient [B/A] of bounded operators A and B on a Hilbert space H with kerA c keri? as the mapping Ax -► Bx, x € H, and show explicit formulae for computing quotients which correspond to sums, products, adjoints and closures of given quotients.
Introduction
Let A and 77 be bounded (linear) operators on a Hilbert space 77 with the kernel condition (1.1) ker^cker77.
We then define the quotient [77/^4] as the mapping Ax -> 77x, x e H. If we write G(A,B) for the set {(Ax,Bx);x e H} in the product Hilbert space 77 x 77, then G(A ,77) is a graph. We could define [77/^4] as the operator corresponding to this graph. A quotient (of bounded operators) so defined is, as a matter of fact, just what was called "opérateur J uniforme" by Dixmier [2] and "semiclosed operator" by Kaufman [7] , and several characterizations were given. It was proved in [7] that the class of quotients contains all closed operators in 77 and is itself closed under sums and products.
In this paper we first show explicit formulae for computing quotients corresponding to the sum and the product of two given quotients, which really assures the algebraic closure property. We next present reasonable quotients which coincide with the adjoint and the closure of a given quotient if they exist, and deduce a fractional representation due to Kaufman [6] of a densely defined closed operator. We also give some other applications which show the advantage of fractional representations of operators.
Preliminaries
First we state the majorization lemma due to Douglas [3] which is a key fact for our discussion. (1) RHcSH. To construct quotients corresponding to the sum and the product of two quotients, we need to show that for bounded operators A and 77 the sets of the form AH + BH, AHÇ\BH and B~X(AH):= {x e H;Bx e AH} are operator ranges, that is, ranges of some bounded operators. To this end we shall make use of a technique introduced by Fillmore and Williams [4] . Let R (or more precisely RA B) = (AA* + 7777*) ' . Then as is well-known 7?77 = ,477 + 7777 [4, Theorem 2.2] . To obtain the remaining two kinds of operators we have to use the parallel sum of AA* and 7777*. Let X and Y be the D-solutions of RX = A and RY = 77, respectively. Following [4] we put AA" : BB* = AX*YB* and call it the parallel sum of AA* and 7777*. Denote by P the orthogonal projection onto the closure (RH)~ of 7?77. Then (3) and (4) in the following lemma present the desired operators. II. Normal operators. As one of the preservative properties of the function T(C) := C(l -C*C)~ ' ( C is a pure contraction), Kaufman [8] proved that T(C) is normal if and only if C is normal. Using the product formula of quotients, we give an alternative proof to this fact (and a result in Stone [12] ). 
